
8 Letters on Yoga — II

is to stand back detached from the movements of the mind,
life, physical being, to regard their activities as only a habitual
formation of general Nature in the individual imposed on us by
past workings, not as any part of our real being; in proportion
as one succeeds in this, becomes detached, sees mind and its
activities as not oneself, life and its activities as not oneself, the
body and its activities as not oneself, one becomes aware of an
inner Being within us — inner mental, inner vital, inner physical
— silent, calm, unbound, unattached which reflects the true Self
above and can be its direct representative; from this inner silent
Being proceeds a rejection of all that is to be rejected, an accep-
tance only of what can be kept and transformed, an inmost Will
to perfection or a call to the Divine Power to do at each step
what is necessary for the change of the Nature. It can also open
mind, life and body to the inmost psychic entity and its guiding
influence or its direct guidance. In most cases these two methods
emerge and work together and finally fuse into one. But one can
begin with either, the one that one feels most natural and easy
to follow.

Finally, in all difficulties where personal effort is hampered,
the help of the Teacher can intervene and bring about what
is needed for the realisation or for the immediate step that is
necessary.

Motives for Seeking the Divine

Obviously to seek the Divine only for what one can get out of
Him is not the proper attitude; but if it were absolutely forbidden
to seek Him for these things, most people in the world would
not turn towards Him at all. I suppose therefore it is allowed
so that they may make a beginning — if they have faith, they
may get what they ask for and think it a good thing to go on
and then one day they may suddenly stumble upon the idea that
this is after all not quite the one thing to do and that there are
better ways and a better spirit in which one can approach the
Divine. If they do not get what they want and still come to the
Divine and trust in Him, well, that shows they are getting ready.


